The concepts of wisdom of crowd and collective intelligence have been utilized by mobile application developers to achieve large-scale distributed computation, known as crowd computing. The profitability of this method heavily depends on users' social interactions and their willingness to share resources. Thus, different crowd computing applications need to adopt mechanisms that motivate peers to collaborate and defray the costs of participating ones who share their resources. In this article, we propose OPENRP, a novel, lightweight, and scalable system middleware that provides a unified interface to crowd computing and opportunistic networking applications. When an application wants to perform a device-to-device task, it delegates the task to the middleware, which takes care of choosing the best peers with whom to collaborate and sending the task to these peers. OPENRP evaluates and updates the reputation of participating peers based on their mutual opportunistic interactions. To show the benefits of the middleware, we simulated the behavior of two representative crowdsourcing applications: message forwarding and task offloading. Through extensive simulations on real human mobility traces, we show that the traffic generated by the applications is lower compared to two benchmark strategies. As a consequence, we show that when using our middleware, the energy consumed by the nodes is reduced. Finally, we show that when dividing the nodes into selfish and altruistic, the reputation scores of the altruistic peers increase with time, while those of the selfish ones decrease.
IntroductIon
The pervasive presence of smartphones, combined with their ever increasing capabilities in terms of CPU, memory, wireless connectivity, and a multitude of sensors, is making the case for mobile crowd computing more realistic. The idea is simple: users exploit their surrounding devices to accomplish some tasks without the help of a central entity. Many distributed device-to-device (D2D) applications have already been deployed in smartphones' market stores, and many others are being extensively studied in literature [1] [2] [3] .
Even though different in nature, all crowd computing applications share some important common requirements, which mainly are:
• The need for nearby devices discovery • The need for evaluating the goodness of collaborating peers A device that utilizes more than one crowd computing application would have to run multiple modules for device discovery -one for each application -and would be overloaded by scanning requests. The significant extra energy consumed due to redundant wireless scanning would make users limit their utilization of crowd computing applications, which of course would impede the diffusion of these collaboration-based applications. Furthermore, each application would have its own module for evaluating the goodness of peers. They would keep a private interaction history between the current device and peers, and a private evaluation of their willingness to help with collaborative tasks.
In this article we introduce OPENRP, a middleware that runs in the background on mobile devices, offering unified services to all crowd computing and opportunistic networking applications installed on the device. The middleware serves as a bridge for all applications that want to collaborate with other peers. 1 The middleware constantly scans for nearby devices, exposes this information to the interested applications through a well defined application programming interface (API), and exchanges information with nearby devices related to her abilities and the installed crowd computing applications. This way, every time different devices want to collaborate with each other, they can do so through OPENRP. Applications can delegate tasks to the middleware, which takes care of transmitting them to suitable remote counterparts. Apart from handling the communication process, OPENRP also keeps track of the goodness of peers by calculating a reputation score for each of them. Devices exchange the calculated reputation values with each other, updating their local view of the other peers based on the weighted opinions of their trusted collaborators. This reputation exchange process is considered as one of the installed crowd computing applications since it is possible for a few users to not be interest- ed in exposing their evaluations. An interesting feature introduced by the use of OPENRP is the circumvention of the cold-start problem. In a classic scenario, where each application maintains its private reputation values, a newly installed application would start with an empty database of reputation scores about other peers. In an OPENRP scenario this is partially solved. The newly installed application can use the collective knowledge of the existing applications maintained by the middleware, dealing in this way with the cold-start problem. We design OPENRP to be lightweight, so its energy consumption is minimized, and multifaceted, so it can serve multiple types of applications. Some of the most prominent opportunistic D2D applications proposed in the literature that can benefit from using the reputation middleware are:
Context-Aware Applications: Applications that allow users to connect and share information can benefi t from OPENRP since the applications can evaluate the shared data and rate of the user that shared them.
Opportunistic Networking: Mobile users send messages to each other without the help of a centralized infrastructure, making use only of the intermittent wireless contacts of their devices. OPENRP can discern the contribution of each mobile user and provide meaningful information to opportunistic networking applications, via its API, in order to select the best devices to forward application messages.
Remote Sensing: Users participating in remote sensing are required, usually by a cloud server, to perform local measurements using their devices' sensors and report the measured values to a central entity. Via OPENRP, the central server will be able to select the best nodes based on their reputation.
Computation Offloading: This refers to the process of task migration from one device to more powerful devices. Traditionally, the cloud has been seen as the perfect candidate to offload tasks, but in more recent works proximal resource-rich devices are preferred.
Cooperative Streaming: A set of mobile users within proximity of each other are interested in watching the same video from the Internet at the same time in their smartphones (Keller et al. [4] ).
P2P-Based k-Anonymity Location Privacy Service: Another application case is a peer-topeer (P2P)-based k-anonymity location privacy service [5] , in which users borrow their neighbors' identity information to hide themselves in a crowd. Given that a user may not be interested in exchanging her collected reputation scores about others, we consider reputation exchange as a separate application.
relAted work
The contribution of our middleware is twofold: to serve as a unifi ed communication platform for all crowd computing applications, and to calculate the reputation of each device using a novel distributed reputation algorithm. In this section we present prominent works on crowd computing and popular reputation mechanisms for P2P systems.
The authors of [6] propose a side-payment scheme to make it optimal for software-based market agents to share their reputation information. Their mechanism assumes a set of centralized R-agents, which possess more accurate and qualitative information than others. It is therefore fundamental, for the proper functioning of their system, that the other agents learn to recognize the R-agents and develop a trust model for the agents themselves. The need for centralized agents makes this mechanism not suitable for today's participatory P2P applications. In the same way, [7] [8] [9] make use of virtual currency and credit-based incentives to motivate collaboration. The authors of SecuredTrust [10] analyze the different factors related to evaluating the trust in a multi-agent system and propose a comprehensive quantitative model for measuring such trust. All these works imply either a centralized server that keeps track of every currency exchange or, in the case of [7] , require a tamper-resistant security module or make use of large number of messages for synchronization and distributed consensus, which contradicts the lightweight requirement of crowd computing applications. SORT [11] is the closest work to the reputation mechanism integrated in our middleware. As in OPENRP, SORT presents distributed algorithms used by peers to reason about trustworthiness of other peers based on past interactions and mutual recommendations. Different from SORT, our middleware uses information collected from multiple applications, which makes it converge faster to correct reputation scores. Furthermore, in OPENRP we only consider recommendations from trusted peers, thus reducing the number of exchanged control messages.
Mobile crowdsensing applications and frameworks, like [1] , make use of devices' sensors to perform local measurements and share their data with each other. Opportunistic networking applications and opportunistic computation offloading applications [2] make use of intermittent wireless connections between devices to accomplish distributed message forwarding or perform D2D computation offloading, respectively. The work presented in [12] proposes a mathematical model that analyzes the problem of data traffi c offloading from cellular networks to the D2D distributed platform. The authors of [3] analyze different aspects of opportunistic applications, arguing that device heterogeneity is one of the key challenges to deal with for their large-scale adoption. OPENRP addresses the needs of the above works by implementing a unified and heterogeneous collaborating platform for all types of applications and integrating a reputation scheme that works based on the combined information obtained by all the applications. The middleware exposes a rich API that hides the technical difficulties related to the opportunistic network, making it transparent for applications to exploit the power of D2D collaboration.
System-wise, OPENRP is close to [13] . The authors of [13] propose the Group Context Framework, a programming toolkit that allows mobile devices to form groups and share contextual information. They mainly focus on the connectivity between the devices and the collaboration/cooperation between them. The core difference of our work with [13] is that we focus on how to collect data about mobile users in order to build a reputation score for them.
system ArcHItecture As depicted in Fig. 1 , OPENRP is modular and is composed of independent daemon components that communicate with each other using inter-process messages. The main components of the system, presented in detail in Fig. 2 and described later, are responsible for accepting requests from applications, collecting information about the surrounding neighbor devices, collaborating with closeby peers, and evaluating the reputation of the collaborators. As we can see from Fig. 1 , applications are totally unaware of the underlying details of the system and interact with the middleware through a properly specified API layer, which is presented later. Moreover, OPENRP provides a configuration interface that the final user can use to select the resources she is willing to share when participating on the crowd computing collaboration system.
mIddlewAre components
In this section we give a more detailed description of the role of the main components of the middleware. The decision engine deals with the requests of the applications by delegating them to the proper OPENRP components. The collaboration engine is responsible for communicating with the outside world through the communication layer. At the heart of the middleware we can find four modules that are invisible to the developers and to the applications. The data collector collects information about the surrounding environment and the outcome of a collaboration between peers. The collected data are then encoded and stored in a reputation table. The reputation calculator processes the data of the reputation table and calculates a reputation score about each known device. Finally, the appraiser is the component that estimates the costs (e.g., energy) of running a collaborating operation.
ApI to crowd computIng servIces OPENRP provides an extensive API to frameworks and applications to be used for P2P collaboration. The main purpose of the middleware is to receive tasks from the above applications and delegate them to nearby devices.
In the context of crowd computing, a task can be any remotely executable application part belonging to the set of applications such us the ones that are described in the Introduction.
In Fig. 3 we show the sequence diagram of a classical scenario of collaboration between two devices, where application i running on device dev1 wants to send a task to another device. To keep the diagram clean, we omit the arguments of the API's methods, leaving only their names. Application i on dev1 uses the request() command to delegate a task to OPENRP. When OPENRP finds an available nearby device, dev2 in our example, it sends a request for collaboration, encoded as REQ, and waits for the response RESP from the other device. Table 1 shows the format and details of the REQ and RESP messages exchanged by the devices. If dev2 decides to collaborate, represented by the "Yes" branch in the diagram of Fig. 3 , application i in dev1 is notified by OPENRP through the ack() method. At this point, application i on dev1 registers with OPENRP to be notified when the eventual response of the task is ready. Then OPEN-RP on dev1 sends the task to the OPENRP on dev2 using the message TASK. The middleware on dev2 receives the task and uses the method process() to delegate it to the appropriate application, which is the same application i as the one running on dev1 that knows how to handle the task. After the application processes the task, it uses the method answer() to inform OPENRP on dev2, which then sends a message 
Decision engine
ANS (Table 1) to the requesting device dev1 that the task was correctly processed. OPENRP on dev1 then uses the method response() to pass the eventual result to application i or to simply inform it that the task was processed by dev2, depending on the task type. Application i uses the method feedback() to advertise its experience of the collaboration with dev2. OPENRP collects this information and uses it to update the reputation of dev2. If, for some reason, dev2 refuses to process the task (the reason can be included in the response message RESP, Table 1 ), OPENRP in dev1 updates the reputation score of dev2, informs application i using the method reject() that the other device did not accept the task, and keeps scanning for other devices.
Apart from the methods described in the previous example, OPENRP provides the applications with more API commands, as listed here:
• getNmostTrusted(N,S|A) returns the N most trusted neighbors. This method has both synchronous and asynchronous versions, returning the currently nearby devices or all the known ones, respectively. • sync() command forces OPENRP to contact the neighbors and ask for updates.
• getUserRep(id) returns the reputation of a specific user.
• getListOfSensors(dev d) gives the list of the available sensors for use at device d.
• getMeetingFrequency(dev d) returns the meeting frequency between the current device and device d.
returns the average contact duration between the current device and device d.
• abortTask() is used by an application to notify the middleware that the task is not needed anymore.
• cacheResult(task, timestamp) is used by an application to ask the middleware to cache a result so that for future calls of the same task there will be no need to process the task.
• clearCache() is used by an application to ask the middleware to remove all its cached task results from the cache.
• removeFromCache(task) is used by an application to ask the middleware to remove a specific task from the cache.
• estimateExecution() is used by an application to estimate the needed time or energy to execute one task given the current conditions of the device.
• getCurrentConditions(dev d) is used by an application to get the current battery level, CPU utilization, and other available resources of device d.
openrp: collected dAtA And collectIve IntellIgence
In the context of crowd computing there is no centralized server, which makes things more difficult when it comes to evaluating the reputation of the nodes in a fully distributed way. Inspired by the Oxford Dictionary definition, we define reputation in the context of crowd computing as: "The belief in a peer's capability and willingness to process a task for others." To collect the needed data for calculating the reputation scores, OPENRP uses the applications' feedback; the willingness of the peers to collaborate (which is included in the message RESP, Table 1 ); and the recommendations of Figure 3 . The use of the API from Application i on device dev1 asking to collaborate with Application i on device dev2. The collaboration between the applications is handled by OPENRP on both devices. In this example we represent two possible scenarios based on the fact that dev2 is willing to help or not. If dev2 wants to help, represented as the "YES" case, OPENRP sends the task to dev2 and waits for the answer. Otherwise, if dev2 refuses to help, Application i on dev1 is informed. In both cases, the reputation about dev2 will be updated accordingly. Table 1 . Format, definition, and size in bytes of the messages exchanged between the OPENRP middleware running on different devices.
Name Syntax Definition

REQ REQ 〈nid〉〈 tid〉〈aid〉〈 weight〉〈deadline〉 〈dur〉〈cpu〉〈input size〉〈output size〉
Task processing request containing: node id, task id, application id, weight of the importance of the task, deadline for the expected result, estimated execution duration of the task on the given CPU, input size, output size. Size: 32B.
RESP RESP 〈nid〉〈tid〉〈aid〉{〈YES〉|[〈NO〉 〈reason〉]}
Response from a device that was asked to process a task. Size: 15B.
TASK TASK 〈nid〉〈tid〉〈aid〉〈object〉〈input〉
The message containing the task to be processed by the other de.vice, containing the requester's node id, the task id, the application id, the task object, and its eventual input. Size: 13B + requestSize + objectSize.
ANS ANS 〈nid〉〈tid〉〈aid〉〈output〉
The message used by the remote device to return an eventual output of the processed task or to simply inform the requesting device that the task was correctly processed. Size: 12B + responseSize.
other peers. OPENRP on device i calculates the reputation score of device j as a weighted combination of the direct interactions between i and j, r ij dir , and the recommendations about j received by other devices, r ij rec :
where the value of α ∈ (0, 1) is used to give more weight to the direct interaction or to the received recommendations and depends on the number of direct interactions. It is increasing and converging to 1 while the number of direct interactions is increasing. More sophisticated update algorithms are part of our future work.
reputAtIon updAte AlgorItHm
The reputation score of a node changes whenever it interacts with other nodes. There are mainly two events that cause an entry to enter the table:
1. An application that has received a response from a device gives explicit feedback about that device using the feedback() method of the OPENRP API. 2. OPENRP on a device tries to send a task to another device, which refuses the task by sending a message RESP with the "NO" parameter set (Table 1 ). In the first case, the satisfaction of the interaction is determined explicitly by the application, while in the second case the value varies depending on the reason the node refused to collaborate. In our system, a device can refuse a request for collaboration if it is busy executing another task or because the device simply does not have enough free resources (e.g., the battery is below a certain threshold set by the device owner). If the device is busy, OPENRP records this interaction as neutral and does not alter the reputation score of the device. If the device does not have free resources and the thresholds set by the user through the user configuration interface are quite high, OPENRP decreases the reputation score of the device, flagging it as selfish.
One important feature of OPENRP is its approach to the cold-start problem, which is presented when an application is freshly installed and has no information about the surrounding neighbors. OPENRP partially solves this drawback by combining the feedback received by all the applications installed on the device on a unique reputation table. If there are no installed applications, the new application can use the provided functionality to ask for reputation scored by her neighbors. This way, freshly installed applications will have a starting point and will contribute to further enrichment of the table.
ImplementAtIon And evAluAtIon
We implement and evaluate the performance of OPENRP on top of real traces that include mobile users and battery levels. We use the Mobile Data Challenge (MDC) dataset [14, 15] , which is 30 days long and includes the mobility traces and battery usage of 64 users. We divided the users into selfish, who reject all requests for task processing but are eager to ask for help from other users, and altruistic, who collaborate whenever they have enough resources. Through extensive simulations, we measured the traffic incurred in the system and the energy consumed by the altruistic and selfish nodes, and the evolution of their reputation scores. In order to produce each plot we continue the simulation until we get to an accuracy of at least 0.05 for all the metrics with 0.95 probability. We selected two representative crowd computing applications that can benefit from utilizing our middleware, computation offloading and information spreading. We compare our strategy with two benchmark algorithms that we call lazy and greedy. The lazy algorithm tries to offload the code or forward the message to every nearby device available at the time of task creation. In the case of computation offloading, the code is executed locally if there are no nearby devices, while in the case of information spreading the message is simply stored until a device becomes available. The greedy Figure 4 . Evolution of the reputation scores of the selfish and altruistic nodes when using OPENRP during a one-month simulation with MDC dataset. Figure 4a shows the results when using only the computation offloading application, while Fig. 4b shows the results when using both computation offloading and information spreading at the same time in all devices. The plots represent three experiments. In the first, nodes are divided into 95 percent altruistic and 5 percent selfish, in the second, 80 percent altruistic and 20 percent selfish, and in the last, 60 percent altruistic and 40 percent selfish. In each case the reputation scores of the altruistic nodes increase with time, while the reputation scores of the selfish nodes decrease. Figure  4c shows the days in which users join the ecosystem: a) evolution of reputation scores of nodes running the computation offloading application; b) evolution of reputation scores of nodes running computation offloading and information spreading applications at the same time; c) the days on which mobile users started using OPENRP. algorithm offloads the code or forwards the message whenever it meets another node, not only at the moment of the task creation.
We generate requests using the Poisson process, and each user, after joining the ecosystem, generates 1 request around every 40 min. The duration of the code to be executed in the case of computation offloading is uniformly selected between 250 and 500 s. We assume that each piece of code has a maximum allowed delay, that is, execution deadline, which is set to 30 times the execution duration of the task. The time to live (TTL) of the messages in case of the information spreading application is set to one day. Figure 4 shows the daily evolution of the reputation scores of the nodes during a one-month simulation for two experiments:
• Only computation offloading requests • Both computation offloading and information spreading requests The reputation is calculated based on all the generated requests. Each plot includes three experiments that differ from each other in the percentage of selfish and altruistic nodes. The reputation scores of the altruistic nodes increase with time, while the reputation scores of the selfish nodes decrease. Moreover, in the second experiment we can see that the score values change faster because the users are running two applications at the same time, so the chances for collaboration increase, and the reputation scores are updated more frequently.
In Figs. 5a and 5b we show the traffic generated and the energy consumed by the nodes, respectively, when using the three different strategies on nodes running the computation offloading application. To measure the traffic, we simply count the number of messages exchanged between the nodes. We fixed the bandwidth of the communication channel between the devices to 10 Mb/s. According to the specifications of WiFi-Direct, its bandwidth is 200 Mb/s, while from our experiments we can show that it is at least 20 Mb/s. To estimate the energy consumption, we first measured the energy consumption of the WiFi interface using the highly adopted Monsoon Power Monitor 2 when sending and receiving messages between two real devices. From these measurements we fixed the energy consumption of transmitting/receiving one single byte to 0.00000048 J and 0.0000004 J, respectively. We then used these values to estimate the energy consumption of each exchanged message between the devices, also referring to Table 1 , by simply multiplying the size of a message by the energy values per byte. As we can see, OPENRP generates down to two times less traffic than the lazy and greedy approaches. As expected, the lower traffic overhead results in reduced energy consumption, as can be seen from Fig. 5b . OPENRP manages to reduce the traffic and energy consumption due to its selfish behavior detection, since these nodes are correctly identified by the middleware (due to their low reputation scores) and are not considered by the well behaving nodes.
dIscussIon
In OPENRP, every running application has a unique application id, and whenever OPENRP handles executing part of it in nearby devices, it first broadcasts the id of the application, and all the nearby devices that support the same application will initially update their knowledge about this device and then reply with their availability to help. Moreover, underutilized mobile devices broadcast heartbeat messages where they include the ids of their supporting applications. If one device has installed one application, it can receive and execute a task of the same type.
The high research interest in D2D-based technologies like WiFi-Direct and the protocol itself make frameworks like OPENRP feasible. It is worth mentioning that the two most popular problems on WiFi-Direct-related publications are device interconnectivity and group formation, which are the core components of OPENRP.
conclusIon And Future work
We have proposed and evaluated OPENRP, a middleware and reputation mechanism for mobile crowd computing applications. OPEN-RP serves as a bridge for all applications that make use of opportunistic encounters, handling all their requests and responses. The middleware eases the adoption of the collaborative device-todevice approach by offering a simple and extensible API to developers, hiding all the complex underlying details. The middleware includes a novel distributed reputation algorithm, which uses the collected intelligence of interactions between devices to estimate peers' reputations. By extensive evaluations on real mobility traces, we show that OPENRP significantly reduces the 2 https://www.msoon.com/ LabEquipment/PowerMonitor/ Figure 5 . Average traffic generated and energy consumed by the nodes running the computation offloading application during a one-month simulation on the MDC dataset: a) traffic generated in the system due to altruistic and selfish nodes for different mechanisms; b) energy consumed by altruistic and selfish nodes for different mechanisms. Traffic by selfish traffic and energy consumed by nodes running two representative crowd computing applications compared to two benchmark algorithms. Furthermore, we show that the reputation scores evolve with time, increasing for altruistic users and decreasing for selfi sh ones. As future work, we are implementing the middleware on Android phones, and will test its performance on a setting with real devices and real users, and analyze the energy requirements of OPENRP and its basic components.
